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DANCES ON TAP FOR BOTH CAMPUSES

Booster Ball Set
For Hotel Gibson

An anticipated overflow crowd
will dance to the harvest-tuned
strains of Tony Cappa's orchestra at the Saturday night Nov. 6
Hotel Gibson ballroom semi-formal sponsored by Xavier Evening
College Booster Club members
for all Xavier students and their
friends.
More than a thousand dance
tickets have been already distri-

Carl 'Grome
buted via the mails to Evening
College students.
Dance Chairman Carl Grome
· has announced a "no corsage"
ruling will be in effect for the
forthcoming autumnal affair, and,
according to all reports, this edict
is meeting with enthusiastic accord on all sides.
Committee members assisting
Grome with social arrangements
include Russ. Weiler, Booster
Club president; Walter Behler,
Mary Brinkman, Larry Barker,
Harry Maly, Pat Voet, Harold
Grome, and Audrey McCafferty.
A few remaining dance tickets
are available at the Evening College office at $3.00 a couple.
Table reservations, five couples
per table, may also be made at
the downtown college.

Council Moderator Vetoes
Homecoming Dance Decision
President May Decide
Issue's Final Outcome

Tully Elected ·
Essay Contest
By Jim O'Brien
opinions ran ram- To. Presidency
Title And Rules pantDiversified
through Student Council
this week when another of
A.re Announced again
its proposals met with stiff op- Of Class Of '52
The topic for the Inter-collegiate Essay Contest of the Jesuit
Educational Association of the
Chicago and Missouri Provinces
was announced this week by Dr.
Charles F. Wheeler, head of the
English Department. "The American Catholic And International
Understanding" has been selected
for this year's contest.
"The general theme concerns
the singular importance of international understanding and
cooperation to the American
Catholic and the distinctive contribution he can make," according to the Jesuit Educational Association's pamphlet.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, dean
of the Liberal Arts College; stated
"that every undergraduate who
has any ability as a writer should
consider it his obligation to enter the Inter-Collegiate Essay
Contest. Freshmen and sophomores should feel that, even if
they don't place this year, they
are getting excellent training for
future contests."
Dr. Wheeler added that "the
members of the International Relations Club and the Mermaid
Tavern should have a particular
interest in the contest."
There will be a meeting of all
students interested in the contest
on Wednesday, Nov. 3, at 1:30
p.m., in Room 109 and on the following' Wednesday at the same
time.
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, head
of the Graduate Division, will
(Continued on Page 8)

-Migration Plans Completed
For Journey To John Carroll
Gene Driscoll, junior Councilman ann chairman for Xavier's
Migration Day trek to Clevel~nd
for the Musketeer-John Carroll
grid contest, announced Tuesday
that all arrangements had been
completed with the New York
Central Railroad Co. for the trip,
first of its kind to be sponsored
by Student Council.
With only 300-otld reservations
available on the four-coach train
that will make the trip, Driscoll
indicated that seats would be
distributed on a "first-come, firstserve" basis. Although primarily
intended as a student accommodation, Xavier alumni, boosters
and friends will be invited to use
the train to insure a full load.
Students are accordingly urged
to make their reservations as
early as possible.
Round trip fares for Migration
Day will be $15.42 each, includ-

ing the train fare, bus ride to
Shaw Stadium, and the game
ticket. Reservations are being
taken at the Memorial Fieldhouse
ticket office; the New York Central office in the Dixie Terminal
Building, Fourth and Walnut
streets, or Shevlin's Steak and
Chop House, Sixth near Walnut,
in downtown Cincinnati.
The itinerary for the Mlgration Day trip was announced
by Driscoll as follows:
Leave Cincinnati Union Terminal 9 a.m., Saturday, Nov. 13.
Arrive Cleveland 3:15 p.m.,
Saturday.
Free time in Cleveland 3:15
p.m., to 7 p.m., chartered busses leave NYC terminal 7:15
p.m., for Shaw Stadium.
Buses leave stadium lmmecl·
lately followin1 1ame, train departs terminal 11:50 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnati 6:50 a.m.

position, this time from even
the Council moderator himself,
Rev. Francis T. Dietz, S.J.
The proposal to consider in
the Social Committee's plans for
Homecoming Game activities a
half-time display of floats by any
organized group on the campus
and a Victory Dance at the Fieldhouse that night, was passed by
Council last week despite the
fact that the Military-- Ball is
slated to take place the night before the Homecoming Game.
Float Display
Proponents of 1 a s t week's
proposal met with reversals on
each of its points Monday. On the
first, Fr. Dietz announced that
the Alumni Association did not
approve of a float display for the
reason that the high cost involved in making a "classy and
competitive e n o u g h" display
would make it prohibitive. Fr.
Dietz quoted Vincent Beckman,
Jr., alumni homecoming chairman, as remarking that suitable
floats would cost in the neighborhood of two to three hundred
dollars. Mr. Beckman added, the
sororitites and fraternities of
larger universities have their own
treasuries and can well afford to
sponsor such a display.
The second objection, that
against having a dance on homecoming night, was raised by the
committee in charge of the Military Ball. The committee felt that
that proposed dance, coming the
night after the Military Ball,
(Continued on Page 8)

With a considerable boost from
those frosh who graduated with
him from St. Xavier High,
Thomas J. Tully became the
freshman class President after
last weekend's votes had been
tallied.
Tully received an "X" on 130
of the 225 ballots cast, giving
him a heavy majority of 47 votes
over Al Waddell, the new vicepresident. · John A. Cade, an enthusiastic campaigner, was backed by 70 freshmen and becomes
class secretary. Waddell's running mate, Jack Stechschulte, was
right on Cade's heels. His 67 votes
secured him the office of treasurer. All four are members of
Student Council, representing the
freshman class.
At the first meeting they attended, on last Monday, the new
council members made themselves heard on the controversial
subject of the conflicting Military
(Continued on Page 7)

Fieldhouse Ready
For 'Spook' Dance

C'mon chillun, le's. dance to the
groovy gait of Charlie Lohmueller
and his solid senders.
That's the cue for the big
Halloween dance tomorrow night
in Memorial Fieldhouse, with
music galore from nine to one,
and damage charges at 75 cents.
Co-sponsored by the Campus
Committee and the Social Committee, this festive event is expected to be the biggest and best
Halloween dance ever held at
Xavier, according to reports from
dance committee chairman Tom
Heperdon, who is being assisted
by Bill Costello, vice-chairman;
Gene Koesters, publicity; Tom
Held, tickets; and Paul Scherer,
decorato1'..
Speaking of decorating, the
'house is being done up aptly by
members of the d or ms with
pumpkins, cornstalks, favors, and
all that goes with such at this
time of the year.
The suggestion of the committee is that "all hands" appear on
deck in dress blue (jeans), casual shoes, and a plaid chemise to
add the informal air to this
"wax-wearing."
-----------

Holiday
Due to the All Saints Holiday Monday, November 1, the
next edition of the News will
not be published until Thursday, November 11.

Prexy's Board Names NFCCS
Senior And Ju11ior Delegates
Larry Keller, one of Xavier's
"blue grass" seniors, and president of the Traditionists, and Ray
Schlicte, Queen City junior, and
president of the Poland Philoped-

past Saturday, October 23.
The Board of Presidents, only
three weeks old at Xavier, was
set up as a means of procuring
more direct contact with the in-

Float Display Set
For\ Homecoming
At the Homecoming Game on
Nov. 20, the Xavier Student
Council and the Xavier Alumni
Association, in showing the appreciation to the 1948 football
team for their splendid performance this year, are sponsoring a
display of Floats to be presented
at half time.
Richard Geiger has been appointed chairman of the affair,
and to date, he announces that
five groups have agreed to enter
a float. The groups entering a
float need not be a recognized
club on the campus.
The expeftse ~f each float may
not be over twenty-five dollars,
and a trophy will be awarded by
the Homecoming Queen to the
group with the best display.
This is the first time that such
an undertaking has been attempted at Xavier and it is hoped
that it will develop into an annual affair.

Jerry Conrey (center), ·NFCCS regional president, explains
pre-convention day proceedings to new senior and junior delegates
for Xavier, Larry Keller (left) and Ray Schlicte (right).
ian Debate Society, have been
named as Senior and Junior delegates of Xavier to the NFCCS,
according to Jerry Conrey, regional president of the Federation.
Xavier's two delegates, chosen
from the nominations made at the
first meeting of the newly inaugurated Board of Club Presients on Oct. 11, had their first
· ste of active participation in
the NFCCS this year at the Regional workshop held here this

dividual student in matters of
campus policy. The board will
determine the policy of the
NFCCS on the Xavier Campus.
At the first meeting, Conrey,
acting as temporary chairman of
the board, explained, "This uniting of the presidents of each
campus organization will present
a more complete picture of the
opinions and wishes and ideas of
the individual student than a
(Continued on Page 6)
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Citizen Crtni Lartde

• ~ • By Gray Xavier Poll Sees Cliange In Wliite House

DEWEY GETS ·DEMOCRAT VOTES
TO RECEIVE EDGE OVER TRUMAN
I

By Jim Bechtold
The votes have been counted
and if the Xavier student body is
representative of a national trend
there will be a new occupant at
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C., come Jan. 20, 1949. In
the poll which was conducted
from Oct. 21-25 on the campus
and in which 748 students participat~d, .Gov. Dewey lead a field
of four candidates. The vote was
as follows:
Dewey .................... 31'7 (42.5%)
Truman .................. 267 (35.8%)
Wallace .................. 97 (12.9%)
Thurman ................ 67 ( 8.8%)
While Dewey was piling up a
lead over his opponents he was
doing so without the help of the
Republican vote. It is significant
to note that his power came from
the independent . vote and the
Democrat who crossed the party
line. The party vote was divided
as follows:

Democrat ................ 275 (36.7%)
Republican ............ 184 (24.7%)
Independent .......... 152 (20.3%)
Progressive ............ 76 (10.1%)
Dixiecrat ................ 61 ( 8.2%)
Also included in the poll were
four questions on national political issues which are playing a
major part in the present campaign. The question which was
the most hotly disputed was
"Should p r i c e control be returned?" In regard to this question 54.5% were of the opinion
that it should and the remaining
45.5% did not agree: The opinions on the remaining three questions were:
Is there a need for a civil
rights bill? 56.9% Yes 43.1 % No
In general is the Taft-Hartley
Bill desirable? 60.2% Yes 39.8%
No.
Was reinactment of selective
service necessary? 68.1 % Yes
31.9% No.

All in all the poll can be considered a success and all those
who helped make it so are to be
thanked. In such an undertaking
th.e cooperation ~of the student
body is essential and since nearly
half the students expressed their
opinions, the poll can be taken as
a representation of the political
views of the Xavier students.
That only 729 students, less
than half of the entire Xavier
enrollment, saw fit to mark the
six X's required of them on each
ballot was a disappointment to
directors of the poll. The jocular,
unconcerned attitude of others,
even combined in some instances
with an all-too-jocular tendency
to stuff ballot boxes, also drew
caustic comment. The unexpected
12.9% vote for Wallace led to
surmisals from some quarters
that that element obviously was
one which went out of its way to
cast a ballot.

The American Political Set-Up At A Glance
By Etl Bedinghtms
In order tliat the events of the coming election
may be better understood, the '.'News" presents
a digest of the forthcoming election, the candidates, the issues, and other highlights associated
with the spectacle that is an American political
campaign.

9 Two Important Days
ONDAY and Tuesday, Nov. 1 and 2, mark significant
M
days on the Catholic Church calendar, and it is to be
hoped that Xavier men, of whom a "little extra" is expected
in all cases, will not miss the full import of those two days
-All Saints' Day and All Souls' Day. In these days of our
time, days ridden with religious, political and economic st~ife
on all sides, it might be well for us to dwell apart and fmd
helpful solace in the spirit of other-worldliness embodied in
those two great feast-days.
Few from among us worldings attain the glorious recognition as "saint" from our weak endeavors on this earth
despite the existence of "the Way and the Life" in our midst.
The saints, with their virtues, their heroic lives and great
rewards are certainly the ever-present models for us to imitate and venerate in our struggle to achieve our own glory.
Less fearsome in our vain eyes should be the opportunity
presented at the time of All Souls' Day by the Church. It
hardly seems necessary to exhort Xavier men to take advantage of the plenary indulgences so abundantly granted
in behalf of the suffering in Purgatory during the prescribed
period.
In prosperity our friends know us; in adversity we lcnow oui-

friends.

* * •

Reforms come from below; no man with four aces. ever howls
for a new deal.

•

A New Cliallenge

A

NOTHER challenge has been given to the students this
week in the form of the Jesuit Intercollegiate Essay
Contes, the detai~s of which appears on page one of this issue.
And this challenge is not confined to those of gridiron prowess or hardwood versatility. It can and should be met by
every sound thinking, Catholic college student.
This year's topic, "The American Catholic and International Understanding", presents wide and green pastures
in which the basic truths and fundamentals gathered here
may profitable graze. The distinctive contribution which
Catholic thought and philosophy can make toward international understanding is sorely needed in the present chaos of
the "ism" dominated world.
We, as students in a Catholic university, should have certain and well defined ideas concerning international understanding and this contest gives us an opportunity to express
our viewpoint. The winning papers will receive nation-wide
publication and what better way is there to let the world
know that we here at Xavier are sound, straight-thinking
men. Even if we don't garner top honors our paper will afford
an opportunity to set forth our thoughts, in a logical manner,
on a topic of vital import.
Xavier has not had a national winner since Vincent E.
Smith turned the trick in 1938. Something should be done
about that and there is no time like the present.

THE CANDIDATES
HARRY S. TRUMAN, the present occupant of
the White House, is seeking to extend his lease
another four years with the approval of the owners. He fill.ed the vacancy created by the death
of Franklin Roosevelt in 1945. Prior to being vicepresident, he was the Senator from Missouri, gaining reputation as an honest, conscientious investigator of the Senate's famed Truman committee,
Since taking office he has been plagued by
Republican-controlled Senate, that he has differed
sharply with on policies of price. control, civil
rights, labor legislation, and housing.
THOMAS E. DEWEY, main challenger for Mt.
Truman's title, was defeated in his first bout in
1944 by the record-holder Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Dewey gained fame as a racket-buster in
New York City as district attorney, and as governor of the Empire State.
He is noted for his ability in selecting the right
man for the rigi1t job, and hopes the voters will
select him for the right job this November.
Dewey is neither an Isolationist-Republican, as
represented by Senator Taft, nor is he a Progressive-Republican, as represented by Harold Stassen.
With his running ·mate, Gov. Earl Warren of California, Dewey is a middle-of-the-road Republican
standard bearer.
HENRY A. WALLACE, the former vice-president and cabinet member, is the leading independent candidate of the Progressive party. Given the
"heave-ho" by Truman. after his untimely blast
of the administration's foreign policy, he is campaigning principally on change of foreign policy
toward Russia.
GOV. J. STROM THURMOND of South Carolina is the candidate of the States Rights party,
representing the southern wing of the Democratic
party that withdrew after Truman insistance on
civil rights in party platform. If the South votes I
solidly he may get as many as 50 electoral votes.

a

RECOLLECTION DAY
AT FENWICK SUNDAY

All previous students of Rev.
John I. Malone, S.J., former professor of biology at Xavier, are
especialfy invited to attend a day
of recollection he will conduct
Sunday, Nov. 7, at 1:15 p.m., in
the Fenwick Club's Holy Spirit
Chapel, E. Fifth street. An open
house reception for Fr. Malone
will be held following the spiritual exercises. ""
The day of recollection will be
sponsored by the senior central
division of the CYO. Fr. Malone
was among several members of
None of the "good old days" were ever as good as the tomorrows Xavier's Jesuit faculty transfercan be.
:•i- red during the summer. He is now
•
on the faculty at John Carroll
Consider the pin: its head keeps it from going to. far.
university, Cleveland.

• •

THE ISSUES
DEMOCRATIC PLATFORMForeign Policy: advocates continuance of present bi-partisan policy as instigated by Cordell
Hull.
. Civil Rights: Democrats favor extension of
civil liberties to all states, adopted after southern
states walked out of convention.
Labor: Democrats advocate repeal of the TaftHartley Act and a more liberal policy towan!s
labor.
Military Training and National Defenlf_e: As
with Republicans is a compromise between feeling o_f voters and cries of military men.
Trade: To continue policy of reciprocal agreements with almost unliplited powers in hands of
president.
REPUBLICAN PLATFORMForeign Policy: to continue firm but gentle
policy towards Russia, but to increase efficiency
of State Department.
Civil Rights: plank in Republican platform pertaining to issue but not stressed because of no
internal strife as in Democratic party. ·
Labor: favors some modifications of TaftHartley Ac~, but urges increase in power of management in arbitration.
.Military Training and National Defense: compromise, as Democrats, between feelings of voters
and 'military men.
·

SENATORIAL ELECTION
The occupancy of one third of the seats in the
United States Senate are to be decided at. this
election. Of these 32, 18 are now held by Republicans and 15 by Democrats. Of these Democratic
seats 10 are now held by southerners and are
certain to remain Democratic, and one is in Rhode
Island, a Democratic stronghold. Four others are
regarded as virtually -certain of re-election. ·
· The Republicans face a more difficult task of
retaining their position of majority in the Senate.
Of their 18, six are doubtful because they are in
border states usually Democratic, and three will
~e close contests due to the popularity of the Democratic candidates. This creates a possibility of a
Democratic majority in the Senate.
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Court Passes
Sentence_ On 16
More Law Breakers

DADS WILL BE HONORED
AT X-QUA.NTICO CONTES.T

Freshmen caught without their
"beanies" between now and the
homecoming game Nov. 20 will
be dealt with accordingly, members of the "Kangaroo Court,"
official disciplining body of Student Council, announced aftet
passing sentence on 16 frosh last
Wednesday.
The Court warned that the sentences given to offenders were
mild compared to what awaits
future law breakers. The punishment required the freshmen to
turn their clothes inside out and
march to South Hall, where each
was made to take his turn singing the school song before a numher of upperclassmen. In addiA few of the dads that will be honored during the Quantico
tion, they had to ·turn "bootblack" Marine's game on Nov. 6 are shown with their sons in the Musfor all upperclassmen who want- keteer locker room: Kneeling (from left to right), with their
their shoes shined.
fathers directly behind them, are: Walt Hirth ,Jim Wilson, Jim
A total of 27 freshmen were Marek, Bill Daley, Dick ~uehl, Jerry Keefe, Carol "Spike" Helcaught bareheaded and were or- mers, and Bob Conway.
dered to appear before the court.
All students are urged to make an effort to get 'pop' out for
The 11 who fai l e d to answer th e this game.
- Ph ot o bY P at Gl eeson
Cl
'tat1'ons were to appear before
The football schedule for Sat- Club, expects a crowd of about
Fr.
Mooney's High
.
t on1Y u"OO men to swell his cheering
CourtRaymond
Of Appeals to explain their urday, Nov. 6, brings no
the Quantico Marines to X av1er
·
sect1'on and to show the younger
absence.
Stadium but it also features a set of Xavier boosters just how
Members of the court were
.
real yelling is done.
encouraged by the attitude of very special cheering section prothose arraigned. Only a few com- gram. Nov. 6, designated as "Dads'
Well over 200 requests for
plained and most frosh again Day", will find all the dads and tickets have been received by Fr.
were wearing their beanies.
their male companions situated Linz since the announcements
The hearings followed regular in a specially reserved cheering were sent out. All dads and their
court procedure. Bernie Downey section on the fifty yard line on friends who are planning to atwas prosecuting attorney while the Dana Avenue side of the sta- tend the game should mail in
Gene Driscoll was counsel for dium.
their orders for tickets as soon
the defendants. Tom Link, Jim
It has been reported that the as possible.
·Charles and Art Ney were pre- band has prepared a very approEach student is urged by Fr.
siding judges and a group of priate program to honor the dads Linz to remind his father of this
upperclassmen sat in the jury of Xavier during the game.
special Dads' Day program. It is
box.
Fr. Linz, prefect of the Dads' suggested that the students pick
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ up the tickets for their dads and
thus save "pop" the trouble of
writing for them; Tickets are on
sale at the Fieldhouse office and
because their fraternity brothers are $2.00 each.
'Hive' Letters Must
on the court' have told them not
to worry about it, for if they are
Be Signed, Editor Says turned in everything will be
The News has found it neces- taken care of. If this is the case
sary to remind its readers of the then it's about time somebody
I t
rules governing submission of something about it. If one freshA committee to ascertain the
letters to be included in its "Bee man gets penalized for breaking cost and appropriateness of sugHive" (letter to the editor) col- the rules just because he isn't one gestions submitted for a graduaumn. Several letters have been of the select, we might just as tion gift was appointed at the
received recently which were not well do away with the court. This Senior Class meeting held Oct.
in accordance with rules pre- isn't what I have been taught 20. The members' of the committee
viously announced.
that Xavier stands for. If the are Richard L. Diehl, Al KleinIt is requested that all letter· Musketeers slogan "All for one, henz, Don Birchler, Lawrence
writers observe the following and one for all" really exists, Keller, and Bill Pfister.
policy of the News: "Letters then justice should be meted out
At the next regular meeting
should be limited to 200 words just the same to one man as it the class will select a patron saint.
and must be signed, although is to another, regardless of his Among those suggested to the
names will be deleted from pub- connections.
class were Blessed Edmund CamT. S., Junior
pion, St. Francis Borgia, and
Jicatlon If requested."
One letter, signed by ..A--'d
Blessed Claude de la Colombiere.
Junior", is beinr withheld from
Correction
A timely suggestion was made
publication pending submission
The Military Ball will be held at the meeting that important
of the otherwise unidentified Friday, Nov. 19. Erroneously it men from Cincinnati be contacted
author's name. The letter was was reported in the News last in order that they may address
written in answer to the News' week the Ball would be hell the class in the best methods of
editorial of Oct. 7, entitled "1882 Nov. 17.
finding jobs after graduation.
Potential Leaden." So that the
News may publish the letter
without disrupting its established
policy, its author is requested to
inform the News office --of bis
full name.

I

Letters To The Editor

I

'49 Gr.ads Choose
G"f C
•
OWIUittee

'·

Masque Society
Musketeer C!uh
Begins Rehearsals To Start Drive
Dave G r o t e, newly elected
F Or M ary Of SCOtS president
of the Musketeer Club,
With rehearsals Tuesday and disclosed to the News that alWednesday evenings and another though no important changes will
set for Friday evening in South take place within the club, a conHall at 7: 30, the Masque Society centrated membership drive will
will begin a concentrated re- be the most important underhearsal schedule in preparation taking.
for their forth coming producGrote, 28 - year - old manager
tion, Mary of Scotland.
of the Service Bureau of the
Mr. Dial, director, completed Cincinnati Baseball Club, was
casting and has expressed "sat- named to his new position at a
isfaction" over the initial meet- meeting of the Musketeer Club
ings. The cast of characters is: Wednesday, Oct. 20.
Williani C 1 ear y, Jamie, first
Formerly assistant public reguard, Emmett Ry an, second lations director at Xavier Uniguard; Henry Leibel, Grame, versity, Grote is the public
th~rd guard; Dermot Grice, John address announcer for Xavier's
Knox; Walter Whalen, Earl of home football games and at home
Bothwell; Marilyn Hilvers, Mary games of the Reds at Crosley
Stuart; Richard Hartigan, Due de Field. He is the son of Mr. and
Chatelherault; Joanne O'Connell, Mrs. Louis C. Grote, 2325 Adams
Mary Beaton; Sue Fisher, Mary Ave., South Norwood. Grote. atSeaton; Doris Wolf, Elizabeth tended Xavier University and the
Tudor; Robert McGraw, Lord Evening College of the University
Burghley; William Schulte, Lord of Cincinnati.
·
Darnley; Stanley Roehm, Lord
G rd n; John Hooley, David
0
0
Rizzio; John Hinkler, Earl of .Accountants To Meet
M
B · c l
l\" 'tl d f
A lawyer with a decade of
oray; nan on ey, '~a 1 an
Lethington;1 J. EWilliam
w·11· Costello,
S 11' state and federal tax experience,
Lord Hunt ey; · 1 iam u i- Mr. Theodore P. Learn, will be
1
van, Lord Morton; Otis Schute,
the featured speaker at the next
Lord Throgmorton, and Louis
.
f th X .
Bunning as Lord Ruthven.
regu1ar meeting o
e
av1er
The play is the first three-act Accounting Society, Nov. 9, 8 p.m.
production to be presented by at the Evening College auditorthe Masque Society since
when the group, then under 1942
the ium. Mr. Learn's topic will be
direction of Mr. Louis Feldhaus, "Accounting Aspects of Estate
produced the mystery_ thriller, Planning."
"Whistling In the Da1·k." Mr.
Feldhaus is now instructor in If your hair isn't becoming to
English.
you, you should be coming to us
Mr. Dial reiterated his plea
for technicians, make-up men
Osborne's Barber Shop
and stage hands. Any student in1726 Brewster Ave.
terested is asked to see Mr. Dial (Just west of Montgomery Rd.)
in the .. faculty room or J. William j ~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Room 116 of Elet Hall.
..

°

Cost~llo,

Raincoats

Pi·of Re-elected Pi·exy
Of Teaclt.ers Assn.

During a meeting held at Capital university in Columbus, Wednesday Oct. 20 of the Institutional
Teachers Placement Association,
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, Dean of
the Graduate Division, was reelected president.
The purpose of this association,
which is made up of representatives of most of the colleges in
Ohio, is to discuss the problems
that arise during the year and to
let the new teachers, just out of
teachers college, know where
there are any openings for teachers of their qualifications.

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

n::::=:=:=:=:=::=:=:=:==:=::==::=:==:=:=:=:=:=::fi

SURPLUS

• • •
Frat Frosh Immune

Portable Microscopes

We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable
microscopes for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and are offered at a fraction of original cost.

Dear Editor,
There is a nasty rumor that has
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with
been making the rounds which
three
different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece for
needs investigation. It seems as
higher powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base.
though some of the freshmen
Optical system: pitch-polished lenses.
have been pledged to the various
fraternities in operation at XaThese portable microscopes are offered subject to
.vier and they seem to have the
prior sale on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes
mistaken idea that this makes
shipping and paeki~g charges. Check . or money order
them privileged characters. These
should be sent wttJ{ your order or $2.50 deposit, the micsame fraternities have members
roscope to be sent C.O.D. for ba_lilnce. Any check received
on the kangaroo court which
after quantity has been sold will be returned promptly.
hands out penalties to freshman
who refuse to wear their class
caps.
Several of the freshmen, when
Dealers in War Surplus
approached as to the whereabouts
BOX
1130, ROCHESTER, 2, N. Y.
of their caps, inform you that it
.. won't do any 1ood to report themll!:=========================t

Gibson Page Co. Inc.

_.;;>"

w

EXPERIENCE
ANSWERS- YOUR CALL
If you should phone MAin 2000 and say, "There's something wrong with my water heater" ... or "The lights are
out in our house" ... you can count on the company sending out a man who knows his business to spot and fix the
• trouble. Only specially t'rained men answer service calls.
And they answer them promptly, any time of the day, any
day in the week.

THE CINCINNATI GAS 6 ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Xavier Rolls
_Over Broncos,

Varsity Ready
To Slioot Down
Dayton Flyers

Win39-20
McQuade Passes WM
To Death, Saban Stars

Gavin's Eleven Rated
At Top In Oltio Schools
The Musketeers will attempt
to break an embarrassing jinx
Sunday when they entertain the
University of Dayton at X. U.
Stadium. In the last two years,
the Flyers have soundly thumped Xavier on the gridiron, 33-6
in 1946, and 38-6 last year, and
the Musketeers will be out to end
these spankings Sunday afternoon. Game time is 2: 30 p.m.
Dayton will field about the
w same
team tliat thrashed the
Musketeers in the Gem City last
year. Leading the Flyers will be
Art Bok, AU-Ohio halfback, and
Ed Toscani, ace quarterback. Bok
had a big year at left half last
season, rushing for a total of 627
yards in nine games, and setting
a new school scoring mark with
66 points. His 11 touchdowns
were almost half of Dayton's 25
tallies for the entire season. In
addition, he handled the punting OPERATION TUESDAY
chores for the Flyers, averaging
39.6 yards for 57 boots. His fine AT GOOD SAMARITAN
Neil Hardy, 200-pound junior
season display rated him AllOhio recognition and little All- end, was in critical condition SatAmerican honorable mention.
urday, in Bourgess Hospital, Kalamazoo, while his Xavier comKa-ne For Bok
rades were overpowering their
Larry Ka-ne, who is well re- Western Michigan foes. Hardy
membered by Xavier fans for his collided with Dick Quehl, rebrilliant play in the '47 UD-X serve fullback, in the final prefrosh game, is Bok's alternate.
game drill Friday. The accident
In Ed (Chief) Toscani, Dayton occurred while the team was
has one of the finest T-formation sharpening up its passing game.
quarterbacks in the college ranks Quehl was badly shaken, but
today. His stellar all-around play
in Dayton's upset victory over
Cincinnati last year established
him as one of the finest T-magicians ever to play in the Queen
City. The 186 lb. senior is an
accurate left-handed passer and
Xavier's gridiron opponents all
a fine runner, as evidenced by
his leadership in kickoff returns hung up their victory banners
last year with five for 80 yards. last Saturday, staging a wild
Rounding out the Flyer backfield scoring spree which saw them
will probably be Ray Janaszek at rack up a total of 190 points as
fullback, and John Delp at right compared to 27 by their foes.
half. · Both .are junior lettermen.
John Carroll was the leader of
Frank Maloney will probably the touchdown parade, trouncing
open at center for Dayton. The Niagara ,47-14. Most impressive
220 lb. senior is a weight-lifter of the lot, though, was Dayton,
when not cavorting on a gridiron. who scored 41 points, while holdThe guard positions appear to be irig the powerful "Billikens" of
private property with Capt. Jim St. Louis university scoreless.
Hanby and Don Mills creating the Don MacMillan p i t c h e d two
monoply. Hanby was second- touchdown passes and in general
string All-Ohio last year.
sparked Cincinnati to a 16-7 win
over the hard fighting Butler
Same Blue Starters
Bulldogs, and Kentucky's WildAt tackles, Bill Lange and Bob
cats smothered an out-manned
Dunn, both over 210 lbs., will
Marquette eleven 25-0.
probably get the nod: Flanking
Eastern K en t u ck y defeated
them at ends will'ile Gus Shroyer
Michigan State Normal 20-0, and
and Bill Gutbrod, two rangy
Louisville's Cardinals continued
junior lettermim.
their winning ways with a 19-6
Coach Kluska will probably
victory over Western Kentucky.
keep the winning combination in
Miami, playing under wraps, won
the starting lineup which means
an easy 20-0 decision over Ohio
that Jimmy DeFranco and Hugh
U. Marshall, Xavier's homecomO'Brien will be at ends, Ray
ing foe, was idle last week.
Stackhouse and Jim Marek at
tackles, the two Toms, Duff and
Ballaban, at guards, and ·steve
O'Dea at center on the forward
wall. Bob McQuade will continue
his pigskin pitching from the
"J'E Z'OUR
quarterback position. Bill Davis NDI "NS
n.
n.
r'
and Charlie Squeri will get the
nod at the halfbacks and Jimmy 'FRESHMEN TEAMS
Xavier's once victorious fledgLiber will 4'lrobably start at fullling gridiron aggregation will do
back.
battle next Friday afternoon with
Both Look For Fifth Wln
the collegiately untried freshmen
Xavier will be looking for its of Miami University, the fray
fifth victory in seven games, beginning at three o'clock.
while Dayton will ·be out to gain ~ The Redskin frosh, some 50
its fifth win in six games. Only strong, are comprised of a galaxy
blemish on the Flyer i·ecord this of Ohio prep school stars. Detailyear is a 7-6 loss to powerful St. ing individual performers on such
Bonaventure.
a squad would be a waste of verDayton holds a big edge in the bage.. However, this can be said:
regional rivalry dating back to the 'oxfordites will be favored
1929, having eight wins in the 11 to win the encounter.
games played.
The Little-· Blue, who beat UC

By ]11de Hila

END NEIL HARDY INJURED;
OUT FOR REST OF SEASON

FUTURE X FOES
ALL WINNERS IN
WEEK'S ·GAMES

\

\.

otherwise unhurt.
Hardy, who was a end at Purcell in his prep days, was regarded by many as the most improved
player on the team. Last season
he was unable to win his way
into the exclusive X monogram
club. But this year his stellar defensive play especially in the UC
game, had earned him the number one replacement role.
Condition Is "Fair"
Neil returned to Cincinnati with
the team, and, upon arrival, was
removed to The Good Samaritan
Hospital. An operation was performed Tuesday to repair a
smashed cheek-bone; his condition was described as "fair."
The big end will undoubtedly
be lost to the squad for the remainder of the season.

Flyers Victorious
Six Times In '47;
Massacred Xavier
The University of Dayton Flyers with four games to their
credit so far thia year invade the
Musketeers' homegrounds Sunday, Oct. 31, looking for another
game like they played last year
against Xavier.
·
'l'he Flyers started off their
1947 season with three straight
wins before losing to Toledo 14
to 13 in a hard fought battle. They
opened the '47 season by winning
over Scranton 28-6, came back
the next week to defeat Bowling
Green 20-13. The Flyers then
took on the University of Cincinnati and after a bitterly contested battle won out 26 to 21.
Chattanooga, following the example of Toledo, grounded the

DeFrancoTopMan
In Scoring Parade,
Liber Holds Second
Xavier's Blue Battalion, while
compiling a record of four triumphs as against two defeats,
has thus far rolled up an impressive total of 137 points to
the opposition's 110.
Leading the touchdown parade,
in which 12 men have participated, is Jim DeFranco, fleetfooted end, who has crossed the
goal line four times. In close
pursuit is Jimmy Liber, diminutive fullback, with three tallies
and an extra point.
Bob McQuade, ace Musketeer
field general, has distinguished
himself by pitching seven direct
touchdown passes, three of which
were bunched together in the
first half of the Western Michigin game. T o m Bohannon, a
sophomore, has added. a pair of
touchdown heaves.
The total individual record:
TD
PAT Total
DeFranco .......................... 4
O
24
Llber .................................... 3
1
19
Conway .............................. 3
o
18
Davis .................................... 2
o
12
Hirth .................................... 2
0 .
12
O'Brien ................................ 2
O
12
Keefe ........................ ~ .......... O
9
9
McQuade ............................ l
l
1
Squerl, Hardy, Glade, and Crowe have
_ 0 _ne_to_u_ch_d_o_w_n_e_a_ch_._ _ _ _ ,_ _

Flyers with a 19 to 13 victory the
next week.
·In the next game, the Gem City
team once again came forth with
a victory over Xavier by massing
six touchdowns and two .extra
points to defeat the Musketeers
38-6 on Dayton's homefield.
After losing to Miami (Oxford)
12-0, the Flyers bounced back to
defeat Ohio University 18-6. In
the final game of the year the
margin of an extra point made
the difference when they defeated St. Bonaventure 7-6..
For the season of '47, Dayton
won 6, lost 3, while compiling 163
points to their opponents 103.

YEARLINGS BATTLE UNTRIED MIAMI
TOMORROW; VISITORS FA. VO RED
u·

last week 13-0, came out of their
last contest with only one injury
of any consequence: Bill Rankin,
hefty halfback, had a slightly
strained leg muscle and will see
only limited duty.
Although the junior edition of
the Redskins has not as yet competed with another college squad,
the Papooses are divided into four
teams, designated by the imaginative appelations of Reds, Greens,
Blues and Browns, and they play
two intra-squad games · every
week.
For the Muskeeters Jack Hoff.

Displaying an aerial barrage
which left 5,000 Western Michigan fans gasping at .such machinelike precision, Ed Kluska's Musketeers smashed to a 39-20 victory
over a sadly outclassed Bronco
eleven, at W a 1 d o Stadium in
Kalamazoo last Saturday afternoon.
Bob McQuade thrilled the partisan crowd with his superlative
long range marksmanship, completing six of seven passes, three
of which terminated in. pay dirt.
Tom Bohannon, McQuade's alternate, also connected on several
passes, one a perfect strike to
Frank Glade, good for 76 yards
and a TD.
McQuade Passes
The first score came several
minutes after the game began,
when X, on the second series of
downs, moved 67 yards on short
thrusts by Liber, Hirth and Davis,
and a 40 yard heave from McQuade to DeFranco to the Bronc's
one yard stripe. Liber promptly
plunged the remaining distance
for the score. Minutes later DeFranco snared a McQuade pass
and romped into . the end zone
for the second Musketeer tally.
Early in the second stanza, Martinkovic intercepted a Western.
Michigan pass on the opponents
45 to set up the third Xavier
score. Liber snaked down to. the
33, and at this point McQuade
again connected on an aerial to
DeFranco in the end zone.
WM Threatens
The Broncos pushed deep in~o.
Musketeer territpry n e a r the
close of the half, but ·at this point
X's sturdy, hard charging line
proved impregnable, and the halftime score was X 20, Western
Michigan 0.
·The third period had hardly
begun, when Jack Saban, alert
line-backer, snagged a Western
aerial on the home team's 42 yard
line. For the third time, the Blue
cashed in on the golden arm of
McQuade, who fired twice in
succession to O'Brien. The second
completion was go o d for six
points, and the game.
Immediately a ft e r this, Ed
Kluska cleared the Xavier bench,
and Western, taking advantage
of the inexperienced reserves,
punched across a score after a
sustained 50 yard march.
Bohannon To Glade
The Blue Boys were not content with a 20 point lead, however, and pressed for two more
scores, one by Walt Hirth, after
Liber's · 50 yard sprint had put
the Blue within striking distance,

:~:r~!h:rp~~s ~::~kT~~~o:'!~ ..

non and crossed the goal line

w~iex'~!~~:!:~r::igan

crew,
battling gamely, pushed across
two tallies in the waning minutes
man and Frank Milostan will be against second and third stringat the flanking positions. The ers to round out the final 39-20
two Johns; ·Bacci and Baele, have count.
the nod from Ned for the tackle
slots, while Jim Ausdenmore and - - - - - - - - - - - - Bob Zimmerman will start at
guards. Ken Robinson will handle
the snapper-back duties. In the
backfield George Gilmartin at
quarter, Bob Finnell and Vince
Swint at the halves and Don Jung
1'8.
will handle the offensive chores.
Defensively, Tito Carinci will be
..
at the fullback post, with Bernie
Roeckers at quarter. Roeckers
will do the punting.

Make Th

e

T • ,
rip.

XAVIER

CARROLL

Back The Team!
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Xavier's Frosh Feldhaus ~ays Fieldhouse Now
Whitewash UC Ready Fof:·.;Student Activities
.~ By Fianlc,_Sommerkamp
Bearkittens
Don't look now fellows, but the Fieldhouse gym and basketball
Jung Makes Initial Score
Other Markers By Finnel

From all reports the Western game was not another all-offense
no-defense battle. The WMC scoring came in the second half, while
most of their yai·dage was made against Xavier substitutes. Most
By Jim Rna/eld
encouraging item of the contest was Bob McQuade's passing. This,
Last Friday night, while their
plus the improved Musketeer defense, should wQrry the mighty brother Musketeers were away
Flyers of Dayton for a hectic sixty minutes. .
to do battle with Western Michigan,
the little Musketeers made
• • • • •
.The Musketeers will be underdogs against Dayton, a point or it a clean sweep in this year's
two better than Carroll, and will retum to the underdog role against football series with UC by defeating the Bearkittens 13-0, bethe power-laden Quantico Marines.
fore a crowd of 6,000 at Xavier
• • •
••
Stadium.
Game of the week in the Queen City was the UC·X fledgling
The X freshman squad, coached
encounter. A rather dull contest, highlighted by an initial outburst
by
Ned Wulk, received the openof power by the Musketeers, it serves as an indication of how much
or how little the. varsities of both schools will be improved next ing kickoff and marched downfield for a touchdown before the
season.
game was six minutes old; then
•
added another touchdown with a
In our opinion the star of the frosh contest was Tito Carinci.
pass and a lateral from the 20
The big Steubenville Central Catholic product played every minute
yard line as the half ended.
defensively; he was the main reason the Bearkittens were unable
Cincinnati reigned in the secto pile up many yards. Tito 'had a hand in stopping almost every
ond half, but lacked the power
play UC ran between the ends. Without doubt, Carinci will be
to score at two opportune times
number one line backer next season.
· ·
from the Xavier 27 and 24 yard
• • •
•
lines. The little Musketeers seemJim Ausdenmore was the outstanding guard, while Jim Bulger ed content to hold their intraand Bob Zimmermann both did well. Ausdeninore, teaming with city rivals, never crossing the
John Baele on the right side of the line, opened many a nice hole· midfield in the second half.
for a back to scoot through.
Xavier's ground attack made
• • • • •
the difference by picking up 99
Centers Ken Robinson and Dick Fennell will both be on the y a r d s to Cinchmati's 60. The
varsity next season. Of the two Robie has a slight edge offensively; Kittens had 10 first downs to X's
Fennell defensively.
eight, and gained 59 yards on
• • • •
five completed passes to six yards
Coach Ned Wulk did not substitute freely until the last three for the Musketeers. ·
minutes of play. As a result ends Frank Milostan and Jack Hoffman
Gene Gibson, Cincinnati quartplayed nearly the full time. From Wulk's strategy the inference is erback who played with the varthat they are the best and the only ends he has any confidence in. sity the week before, was only
Our view is that Milostan has a chance to make the varsity.
able to complete five passes out
of 19 attempts and. cost the Bear• • • • •
Quarterbacks George Gilmartin and Bernie Roeckers both are kittens y a rd a g e by fumbling
varsity material. Gilmartin's passes were accurate and beautifully twice in the first half.
thrown; his major difficulty was the receivers' inability to hang The X av i e r freshmen comon to them. Roeckers played defense for the ·most part, going in menced operations after returnoffensively to do the punting. Bernie's first punt of the evening ing the kickoff to the 38. The
sailed a good sixty yards; his other kicks were all good, and all sustained ground - driving offenhigh enough to permit his team mates to get under them. As a punt sive ended with Don Jung going
returner he showed some of the speed and craft that may mean over right guard for six yards
Xavier will be able to specialize in punt returns and kickoffs, two and a score.
Cincinnati came back with a
marks of a good team.
drive from the Bearcat 35 to the
•
•
Don Jung, fullback,.is a jack rabbit starter, hard runner, steady Musketeer 14 where Gene Gibplayer and should be an able substitute for Liber and Saban in the son fumbled, with Jack Hoffman
next edition of the Musketeers. Lee Hornback, Jung's alternate, is recovering for X. After an extoo slow for the position. Hornback might do better at guard or change of f u m b l e s, the little
Blues punted out.
tackle.
After another ex c h an g e of
• •
fumbles
in UC territory, Bernie
Most difficult position to comment on is halfback, especfiiiiY
when there is no outstanding runner on the field. To make it even Roeckers returned a UC punt 40
more difficult it was a nighi game, which. would make even Steve yards to the Bearcat 35.
A roughing penalty gave X the
O'Dea appear to do the hundred in 9.9. After the next frosh enball
on the 20 with less than a
coun~er we should be able to ~tell more about the halfback potentialities. Friday's fray tends to give tlie honors to Vince Swint, Bob minute left in the half. Failure
Finnell and Bill Rankin, although there are four others who play of the clock to stop after a passthe same position and may prove themselves in the subsequent play resulted in X getting another
chance after the horn had soundcontest.
ed. George Gilmartin passed to
• • •
UC's frosh didn't do too well. Their best player was Gene Gib· Jack Hoffman who lateraled to
son, who throws a nice pass, but is still a high school footballer. He Bob Finnel for the score. Finnel
scored the e x t r a point from
will cause Xavier trouble in the next three years.
placement.

•

•
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• • •

•

court, which thus far has been restricted to classes and varsity basketeers, is now open from 9:30 a.m., to 10 p.m., to all Xavier students
desiring to work out.
··
·
If classes are in session, students may practice, providing the
respective instructor deems the
noise bearable. However, when When the baskets do arrive,
no classes are in progress, stu- every student will be notified and
dents have unrestricted use of assigned a certain basket in which
all facilities. Quite a lot of dis- he will keep his equipment, inpleasure has been shown lately stead of lugging it to and from
by those students who desired to the fieldhouse. To insure the compractice on the hardwood, but plete satisfaction of all, towels
were refused permission unless will be rented for five cents.
Coach Feldhaus and his staff
they furnished their own basketurge all equipment users to heed
balls.
The athletic staff, headed by the many signs posted around the
Bill . Feldhaus, admits ·that the gym, namely: "Please replace
students' complaints were jtJsti- equipment when finished." -.
fied, because they were told at
the first convocation that the
fieldhouse would be open for their
MIKE'S
use about the 25th of September.
However, Mr. Feldhaus explains
BARBER SHOP
that the reason for this delay is
Cleanay & Montgomery Reis.
in the inability to secure wire
baskets to house the student's athHaircutting
letic gear. These baskets have
75c
been ordered from the American
Playground Device Company of
A few squares east
Shiner, Texas, but thus far no
of the Barracks
shipment has b e e n received.
Everything is in readiness.

•

• • •

• • •

• •

• • • • •

Ned Wulk deserves great credit for grooming his charges for
their games. The frosh, whose principle duty is training the varsity
for their next game, had all the earmarks of a well coached team.
The laurel wreath of the week goes to Ned.

• • • • •

We would appreciate it if the apathy-conscious Student Council
or some other Xavier organization would· sponsor a contest to write
another stanza to our victory song, "Xavier For Aye."

• • • • •

While we are on the subject of music we may as well say that
we are tired of standing up at football games for the alma mater
songs of both schools and the national anthem. Patriotism is not
represented by the populace's rising when 60 or so people blow into tin horns.

CINCINNATI

Left Ends-Rethman, Haskell.
Left Tackle-Sheets.
Left Guards-Stewart, Bednarek, Hartman.
Centers-McDonald, Yeagle, Lounsberry,
Healey.
Right Guard-Staub.
Right Tackle-Shundlch.
Right Ends-Teasdale, Cassidy.
Quarterbacks-Gibson, Cattablna.
Left Halfback-Stratton.
Right Halfbacks-Benzinger, George, Wilhelm.
Fullbacks-Sweeney, Kanta, Applegarth.
XAVIER

Left Ends-Hoffman, Mooney.
Left Tackles-Baccl, Carlncl, Frondorf.
Left Guards-Zimmerman. Bulger.
Centers-Robinson, Fennel.
Right Guards-Ausdenmore, Hart.
Right Tackles-Baele, Seifert.
Right End-Mllostan.
Quarterbacks-Gilmartin, Roeckers.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Right
Left Halfback-Finnel.
Halfbacks-Rankin, Swint.
Fullbacks-Jung, Hornback.
Quarters
1 . 2
3
4 Total
Cincinnati
o o o O O
Xavier
6 · 'I
O
O 13
Touchdowns: Xavier-Jung, Finnel.
Points after Touchdown:Xavler-Flnnel
(placementi

ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET

Be"' Kldat
Again MafJleu'• Brin,,. r

''Muaheteerll'' and

OU

"Bearca~•"

Sweat Shirts

..88

Exclusive with Mabley's loys' Shop
Root for your favorite ·Cincinnati football team

in a silver grey cotton athletic sweat shirt that
shows your colors • • • a bright red yowling
bearcat if U.C. is your choice ; .• a dashing
musketeer in blue if you're on Xavier's side.
It's long-sleeved for warmth ••• it washes
successfully. Really planned for boys, but girl
rooters are wearing them, too. Boys' sizes 8
to 16. Preps' sizes 36 to 42,
A picture of your favorite Bearcat or Musketeer
player is yours for the asking.

NO BAND TOO BIG- NO BAND TOO SMALL

The Barney Rapp Agency
CALL RUTH RILEY

MA 0003-MA 0004

A former esecutlve acre·
tary, now workln1 at home,
will type manuscripts, term
papen, etc. Phone BU 09'7M

Mahley.

&

Carew

•

r
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The Jrl'<tcle's At Ten·ace Ice Rink •••

DOWN FRONT
By Al JJI oser
OPENING DAY-I'd like to present to Xavier men two swell
people-Bill and Betty Wade. The Wades are the folks that are running the new Tenace Ice Rink that opens this week. Before you
hear about the rink, I want to tell you about the folks who run it.
Bill and Betty have been skating together since they were kids in
Montana. They started off by copping the Pacific Coast 'Pair Championship. After that they turned professional._ skating at Sun Valley,
Idaho, and at the New York World's Fair. They were in the first
ice show to appear in Rio. At the Hotel New Yorker they skated
to the music of Benny Goodman, Woody Herman, Abe Lyman, Glenn
Miller, Johnny Long, and others. And they're not strangers to Cincinnatians either, having appeared twice at the Netherland Plaza.
But now the Wades have found a new love, and I've never seen
anyone as excited as these two are in anticipation of the coming
skating season. And I don't blame them a bit. Everything in the
Skate Shop on the seventh floor of the Terrace Plaza is brand new
and the best that money can buy. And the rink on the eighth-floor
terrace is just the same. The lighting will be the same as it was
during the summer and the music seems to come from everywhere
and nowhere.
Now, here's the story on the rink. It will be open seven days
a week with five skating sessions a clay. You can find the times
of the sessions aucl other information in the daily papers. The price
will be $1.25 a session, and if you want to rent skates they'll be .50
or .75 a session, cle1>eucling on whether you want hockey or figure
skates. That's a very fair price schedule, and compares well with
similar rinks in other cities.
I almost forgot to mention skating lessons. Bill and Betty will
give these lessons themselves, and Bill tells me that one lesson
is generally enough to put you on your own.
The Wades feel that this is a kind of sport-amusement which
will appeal particularly to college people. Bill stressed that the
afternoon sessions would probably be the least crowded and therefore the most popular. He also said that they could probably handle
private parties after the last session which ends· at eleven o'clock.
A salute to Cincinnati's first public ice rink and to the folks
who manage it. When the line forms, I'll probably be right DOWN
FRONT.

* * *

. . . AND "IIOLIDAY"-While
on the subject of Ice I'd like to
say a few more words about 'Holiday On Ice" which arrives at
Music Hall Monday night for a
nine-day stay. This will be the
third time that I've seen this
troupe and I look forward to it
as much as if I had never seen
an ice show before. Everybody
likes ice shows, and that's a funny thing. Try to think of some
other medium of entertainment
that appeals equally to old and
young, to males and females, to
'cats and longhairs. There aren't
many. But then it seems that an
ice show-a good one-has everything. It has speed, grace and
beauty, and comedy-lots of
clean, funny comedy.

l(eller, Schlichte
New NFCCS I-leads
(Continued from Page 1)
smaller group or clique would.
You men have been elected to
your positions because your members have that confidence in you
that you will represent them effectively and efficiently as they
want you to. You have been
doing this individually, with no
one to turn to for the added help
you need. With this new means
of gathering together, Qnd determining the solutions to common
problems, I am sure each club
will become more effective."
The board will gather for their
second meeting Nov. 10 with
Larry Keller presiding.

Peek Of Week
Sumlay, Oct. 31-Football: Dayton vs. Xavier, here 2:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 1-ALL SAINTS
DAY. Holy day of obligation,
Holiclay.
Tuesday, Nov. 2-All Souls Day.
Clef Club, Albers Hall Lobby,
·7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 4-Philopellian
Debating Society, South Hall
Auclito1·ium, 7:30 p.m.
Clef Club, Albers Hall Lobby,
7:00 p.m.
. Saturday, Nov. 6-Football:
Quantico Marines vs. Xavier,
Here 2:30 p.m. Dad's Day.

NFCCS Hold.s
Regional Meet
Nearly 500 students and delegates gathered at Xavier last
Saturday for the NFCCS's regional orientation convention. The
crowd, which swelled continually
as the day progressed, finished a
highly successful clay with a
dance in South Hall.
Students hailing from 11 colleges in the Cincinnati region began the clay with Mass of the .
Holy Ghost, celebrated by the
Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,
in Bellarmine Chapel, and after
breakfast, convened in South
Hall for the first of a day-long
series of orientation talks ·explaining the aims, purposes and
make-up of the NFCCS.
A series of panel discussions in
the campus classrooms began at
7 p.m. and continued until 8: 30,
when the contingent gathered in
South Hall for the dance.
The visiting students, some of
whom had travelled over 200
miles to attend the convention,
were highly satisfied with the
proceedings, and, as one little
lass from Ursuline college in
Louisville put it, "You all really
put on a wonderful convention
here today. I hope you do it again
soon, so we can come back to see
some more of the accomplishments you have made here at
Xavier."
The Drug Store closest to
Xavier University

Dart Sehaffner & Marx
Grey Flannel Suits

62-50

68-50

No wonder grey flannel suits are college favorites. There is
a comfortable smartness about fine flannel that gives you
ease of motion, a sense of confidence in your appearance.
And no wonder suits tailored by Hart Schaffner & Marx
are favorites among flannels. There's an extra bonus of
excellent workmanship and faithful fit at no extra cost. Select
from the popular medium and oxford grey shades at
Dunlap's.

T lie A.be Barimring
Pharmacy

I....__

EVANSTON

Attention Students
Take advantage of
Our money saving offer
$5.00 Food Books for $4.25

Patsy Klein's

417 Vine Street
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Restaurant
3472 Reading Road
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 947"

Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

...
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Freshmen Elect
T1tlly President
For Co1ning Year

EC Comn1ittee Plans For Forn1al

(Continued from Page 1)
Ball and Homecoming dance. Besides voting against the holding
of the dances on successive nights,
Tully suggested that Council put
all its influence behind the floats
to be displayed at the Marshall
game.
When interviewed, the new
freshman president removed his
pipe, pondered awhile, and then
said: "First of all, I want to thank
the fellows in the freshman class
for making me president. I aim to
do whatever my classmates think
best. At the periodic meetings of
the class-and we're going to have
Left to right, Jeanne Callahan, Walter Behler, and Kay Mossmeetings to unify the group-anyman discuss promotional plans for the evening college's annual
one wishing to make a suggestion
semi-formal dance on November 6 at the Gibson Ballroom. Music
or an objection should speak up.
Remember, fellows, we're your by Tony Cappa.
representatives, and we intend to
do what you want."
Herman Ruether, with 64 votes;
Fred Reid, with 57; and Jim Bulger, with 55, pressed the four
Single Floor Structure
•
winners hard in the balloting.
To
Cost
$160,000
Mel Hessler, senior class presiWith the first spade of earth
dent, headed the election combeing turned by Harry T. Fuller,
mittee.
construction will begin Sunday
on the retreat house for Men of
At the meeting of the PhiloMilford, according to Walter F. sophical Society this past week,
officers were elected to the vacant
Verkamp, chairman of the building committee.
positions. The group, presided
Men of Milford, with more than over by Ambrose Moorman, presRev. William P. Hetherington,
chairman of the Classical Lan- 2,800 m e m be rs, now use the ident, elected the following men:
guages Dept. will attend the con- Jesuit novitiate house at Milford, Norbert Stockman, vice - presivention of the Ohio Classical on whose grounds the new struc- dent; Robert Weber, secretaryAssociation at Columbus this ture is to be erected at a cost of treasurer; and Dennis Barron,
week-end.
approximately $160,000. Mr. Full- publicity director.
The association consists of all· er is general program chairman.
In the absence of Rev. John J.
teachers of Latin and Greek in
According to the Rev. Nicholas Wellmuth, moderator, whose sisthe colleges and high schools of H. Gelin, S.J., the new house will ter died this week, Mr. Lozier,
the state. Fr. Hetherington is
have 55 rooms, each with hot instructor in philosophy, directed
member of the council which acts and cold running water. Every- the discussion "Does the foreas a steering committee for the thing except a small basement knowledge of God mean that man
convention.
for the heating plant will be on is predestined?"
Professor Schweigert of Xavier one floor. Construction will be of
The group's next meeting will
will read a paper, title of which cinder-block walls with cement- be held on Monday, Nov. 8, at
was not disclosed, at the conven- wash finish, concrete floors and 7: 45 p.m. All students interested
tion.
slate or asphalt shingle roof.
in philosophy are urged to attend.

Construction Work To Begin Sunday
For New Retreat House At Milford

PAGE SEVEN

Debaters Schedule
Eastern Trip

Officers for the school year will
be elected at the Economics Club
meeting, Thursday, Nov. 4, at
a p.m. in the Union Building, Mr.
Edward Murray, faculty moderator, has announced.
-------------teams.
The club also accepted an invitation from the debating society
of OLC to meet with them on
the afternoon of Nov. 7. The
girls have arranged a model
debate to be followed by a tea
dance.

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, and Washington,
D.C., arc a few of the cities to
be covered by the debate team
on their first tour this year.
At the Inst meeting, the grnup
put heads together and came up
with a tentative list of opponents which includes such institutions as Notre Dame, Columbia,
Harv a r cl, Michigan State and
Cornell.
It was decided that two trips
would be made simultaneously
between Nov. 14-19. One team
will debate with schools in the
eastern section and another tean1
with schools in the miclwestern
section. A series of eliminations
will begin this week, in order to
decide upon the niembers of these
~~ ••••• ~. • • • • • •
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SONG SHOP

To Attend Session
.Of Classical Assll.
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For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

a

An Independent Slnee 1141

30-Day test of hundreds of Camel smokers revealed
NO THROAT IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS!
(Not a single case!}
From coast to coast, the reports were the
same: Not one single case of throat irritation
due to smoking Camels!
These reports were based on a total of 2470
examinations by noted throat specialists of the
throats of hundreds of men and women who
smoked Camels-and only Camels-for 30
consecutive days.
And these men and women smoked on the

average of one to two packages of Camels a day!
Yes, Camels are that mild! But prove it for
yourself. In your own "T-Zone"-T for Taste
and T for Throat. Smoke Camels-and only
-Camels-for 30 days. Let.YOUR OWN TASTE
tell you about the full, rich flavor of Camel's
choice, properly aged tobaccos. And let
YOUR OWN THROAT tell you about that
marvelously cool Camel mildness!
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• Make the 30·day Camel test

yourself. If, at any time dur•
ing these 30 days, you are not convinced that Camels arc the mildest cisa·
rcne you have ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels
and we will refund your full purchase price, plus pom1ge, This offer is
good for 90 days from this date.
(Sig11ed) R. J, Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Moderator ·vetoe~ Title Announced No Ice Skating,·
Council Decision For: Essay Contest Plan Giv_en Up
(Continued from Page 1)
would conflict with their affai~
by sapping much of the crowd
from the Ball. Their argument
was fortified by Fr. Dietz's contention that planning a Victory
Dance smacked of disloyalty to
the ROTC and would jeopardize
the success of the latter's Ball,
nullifying all the hard work that
has gone into it. 1
·
In answer to the first objection
Council, ' .after considering the
matter once again, decided to have
the float' .committee, headed by
Dick Geig'er, submit their complete plans to Council for approval and to leave financial
backing of the display for a future meeting. Many Council members were of the opinion that if
each of the participating groups
gave this pageant its· wholehearted effort the cost could be
held down low, possibly to $25.
Quite a lengthy discussion developed on the second obJ'ection
and the members had almost resigned themselves to the fact that
there would be no Homecoming
Dance. They were hemmed in by
the coming of fodvent a few days
after Homecoming and no large
dance could be planned later than
Nov. 26.
But the remark by Gene Driscoll that "We should do something for the boys," meaning the
football team, "even if it's just
to give them a Clark bar" and Art
Ney's, "We represent another
1,000 students besides those in
the ROTC. We'll make them sore
if we don't have a good affair,"
won many members over to endorsing the dance. The vote to
rescind the proposed V i c t o r y
Dance was close but the dance
passed the test 6 to 4.
Fr. Dietz vetoed the measure
and unless Student Council receives an approval for the Victory Dance from the Military
Ball Committee the measure will
go before the President of the
University to determine whether
the dance shall be held or not.
The ariswer will be reported to
Council next week.

(Continued from Page 1)
give the . contestants his view of
the subject as based on his experiences at the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization seminar in
Paris in 1947 and the more recent
one at Lake Success, N. Y. this
summer.
All entries froni Xavier must
be in the hands of Dr. Wheeler
no later than Jan. 10, 1949, in
order that they may be proper-.
ly judged and the top three
selected. Entries will be judged
on "thought, spirit and constructlveness; its coherence; its
unity; orderliness of its arrangement of materials; its correctness; effectiveness of expression and its suitablity for
publication.
Only full time, male, undergraduate students in the liberal
arts colleges of the following institutions are eligible to paricipate: Creighton university, Omaha; J 0 h n Carroll university,
Cleveland; L 0 y 0 la university,
Chicago; Marquette university,
Milwaukee; Regis college, Denver; Rockhurst college, Kansas
City; St. Louis university; st.
Louis; university of Detroit, Detroit, and Xavier University.

Please - may I make
a Suggestion!

The move to flood the tennis
courts so that they could be used
for ice skating during the winter
was brought to a halt this week
when it was deeided that the
cost of having the courts surfaced
wo~ld exceed expectations.
Mr. Ed Vonderhaar said that
the estimate of $2,500 was a great
deal more than the amount that
could be spent.

The Purple Cow is the plac.~ to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.

OLC C_h_a_i-rm_e_n--"1-nvite
Xavierites To Tea Dance

THE PURPLE COW

The junior and senior classes
of Our Lady of Cincinnati college are jointly sponsoring a teadance to take place at Emery
Hall, Friday, Nov. 5. This "Frost
Fling" is co-chairmaned by Helen Haumesser of the senior class
and Margaret Ryan of the juniors, who have graciously extended an' fovitation to all Xavier
Students. Refreshments will be
served and there will be surprise
entertainment. Hours are from 812 p.m.
;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
·XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

~
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Fountain Square Hotel
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Student rate, 3 months $10
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Too Important To Forget The tr_emendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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"I enioyed many a CHESTERFIELD
on the set of my new picture,
GOOD SAM. Chesterfield is
always MILD •••

It's

1

MI dgarette.'
.

RENT A TYPEWRITER

Cincinnati, Ohio

~/fll'

er=
STARRING IN
LBO MeCA.RBY'I

GOOD SAM
AN RKO RBLBA.IB
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All makes
Underwood,
conditioned
•ale. l'rlce
terms, '1.50

NEW PORTABLES Royal,
Corona, Remington and reSTANDARD mMhlnes for
'49.50 up, BUDGET 11ale
per week,

PETER PAUL SERVICE

808 Main Street

PA 0865

Cincy's Gayest

Hallowe'en
Party
Two nights of real fun
Souvenlrs-Favon
Special Entertainment
CHAS~

FISK and his orchestra
Playing for Dancing

· , Reservations CH 3086
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